Heteromorphic X chromosomes in 46,XX males?
This paper reports an attempt to determine whether the short arm of one of the X chromosomes in XX males is longer than normal. In a blind study comparing coded photomicrographs of 15 G-banded mitoses from each of five XX males and five control females, the results were ambiguous and somewhat contradictory, but gave the impression of, or were compatible with, an XXp+ phenomenon in at least two of the five XX males. Measurements of the X chromosomes from the above cells and, in addition, from 15 mitoses from each of six XXY males, failed to disclose any XXp+ phenomenon. Statistical analysis indicated that in the five XX males there was no difference in the lengths of the two Xp arms. The reasons for the apparent discrepancy between the results of ocular inspection and measurement are discussed. The putative heteromorphism might be an alteration in shape, staining intensity, or position of bands, neither of which necessarily leads to an increase in length. We conclude that our results do not indicate any XXp+ phenomenon in the five XX males tested. However, the presence or absence of XXp+ is not in itself evidence for or against interchange betweenthe X and Y in the paternal meiosis. Our results emphasize that the etiology of XX males is likely to be heterogeneous.